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Samsung EF-US711CTEGWW mobile phone screen/back protector
Clear screen protector 1 pc(s)

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-US711CTEGWW

Product name : EF-US711CTEGWW

Galaxy S23 FE Screen Protector

Samsung EF-US711CTEGWW mobile phone screen/back protector Clear screen protector 1 pc(s):

Quality defense
Help keep your screen protected while enjoying the same original smooth responsive touch.

No more finger smudges with the added shield of protection, your screen will remain looking fresh.

It comes with an installation frame that lets you align the protector precisely and keep bubbles away.
Install like a pro at the comfort of your home.
Samsung EF-US711CTEGWW. Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy S23FE, Protection
features: Scratch resistant. Privacy filtering function, Product colour: Transparent. Quantity per pack: 1
pc(s)

Features

Protector type * Clear screen protector
Compatibility * Galaxy S23FE
Maximum screen size 16.3 cm (6.4")
Protection features Scratch resistant
Brand compatibility * Samsung

Performance

Product colour Transparent

Performance

Privacy filtering function
Privacy filtering orientation Portrait
Fingerprint resistant

Packaging content

Cleaning cloth
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Dry wipe
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